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NZ Navigator Phase 2 is complete! In addition
to the single user assessment, your
organisation can now benefit from multiple
participant assessment and branch assessment
modules. Have a read below for more details
about these exciting developments.

Single User, Multiple Participant and
Branch Assessments
NZ Navigator now offers three assessment
modules to ensure that it provides an effective
self-assessment tool for every organisation
within the voluntary and community sector.
Single User Assessment
If you are the only person
completing an assessment on
behalf of your organisation, or if you are
entering information from a group discussion,
select this option
Multiple Participant
Assessment
This kind of assessment
creates a link you can send to any number of
people in your organisation. You choose the
assessment completion date. Participants select
their role type (board, volunteer, or staff) and all
assessments are collated into an overall
organisation report that includes some
participant- role type results
Branch Assessment
This type of assessment
creates a link you can send to
any number of people at any number of
locations in your organisation. You set up your
branches and choose the assessment
completion date. Participants select their
branch and role type (board, volunteer, or staff).

All assessments are collated into an overall
organisation report that includes some branch
level and participant-role type results.

One User Registered Per Organisation
Please remember that regardless of the type of
assessment you choose NZ Navigator requires
one user to register with the tool on behalf of
the organisation / branches.
Once registered the user is then able to use the
functionality within the tool to circulate links to
the assessment pages to multiple participants
or branches.

User Stories and Feedback
565 community organisations have now
registered with NZ Navigator and 336 of these
have completed their first assessment. We are
averaging around 25 assessments every month.
We would love to hear your story of how your
organisation has found working with the NZ
Navigator tool. Email us at the address below
and tell us how NZ Navigator has helped and/or
provide us with feedback.

How can I get access to the tool?
Any community organisation can access the tool
by registering their details on the website
www.nznavigator.org.nz
If you have any questions about NZ Navigator,
please contact us at:
info@nznavigator.org.nz
We wish you all the best
with your organisational
journey and for a very
happy Christmas and New
Year!
The NZ Navigator Partners

